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Definitions

Asylum Seeker:

● People fleeing their country but whose request for refugee status has not 
yet been processed, less rights than refugees while they wait for the state to 
grant them asylum

Refugee:

● People fleeing their country because of armed conflicts and fear of 
persecution, protected under international law (1951 Refugee Convention), 
access to aid organizations and state assistance programs



Definitions, cont. 

Immigrant:

● A person who consciously leaves their home to move to a foreign country 
with no fear of persecution or threat, but mainly to improve their lives.

Migrant:

● Similar to immigrant, but generally a person who moves within their country 
or across borders.



Refugee/migrant crisis in Europe 
2015-





What does that mean for the media?



Media challenges and approaches

➢ Challenges:

❖ Remain independent 

❖ Safeguard fair and ethical journalism

❖ Cover all aspects of the story



                 Media challenges and approaches

❖ Approaches:

➢ Humanitarian

➢ Political accountability & solutions

➢ People’s view

 



key questions on media coverage

▶ What terms are used to describe those trying to enter the EU? 

▶ Who are the key sources in coverage? 

 

▶ What is the prevalence of different themes in coverage? 

▶ What kind of language is used?



In the beginning



How they are called?

➢ Continuous interchange between the terms 

❏ Confusion and misleading assumptions
❏ Encourage discrimination and reinforce stereotypes
❏ Polarize public opinion

 



How they are called?
❖ Extensive use of nationality

❖ Identifying as refugees only 
certain nationalities

❖ All the others are 
immigrants

    

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4E3Nijfxwt
k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4E3Nijfxwtk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4E3Nijfxwtk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4E3Nijfxwtk


“Most notably, refugees were predominantly described in the press as nationals of a 
certain country (62% of articles in the sample). Only 24% of articles distinguished 
between men and women among the refugees and less than a third of articles 
referred to the refugees as people of a specific age group. Strikingly, only 16% of 
articles included the names of refugees and as little as 7% included their 
professions.”

Media coverage of the “refugee crisis”: A cross-European perspective







..”the consequences of the refugee crisis have been dramatic for the 
European Union, which now sees itself drifting apart. At first, Poland 
and Hungary refused to take in refugees. Now, other EU countries 
are following the same path. Currently, Italy, the country where the 
most migrants arrived, is behaving the most radically. Refugee 
policy in the country is determined by a right-wing populist interior 
minister.
Migrants are forced to wait on rescue ships at sea for days at a 
time because no European port is willing to allow them to come 
ashore. "Ethical pillars have been torn down," says Berlin-based 
social scientist Naika Foroutan. "Cracks are developing in our ideal 
image of a society that is cosmopolitan, liberal and humane. Europe 
is failing to meet its own standards, and that is creating enormous 
tension." Foroutan argues that is one of the reasons why the conflict 
over the refugees continues to escalate. Because what is 
happening in the Mediterranean and elsewhere is also reflects our 
own society and the decay of our own values. (SPIEGEL ONLINE)



Who has a voice?

▶ Mostly politicians and government representatives 

▶ Migrants almost never narrate their own stories

▶ Men and children were over presented-women not so much

▶ European citizen’s voice wasn’t heard as well



Negative politician’s rhetoric

▶ You have got a swarm of people coming across the Mediterranean, seeking 
a better life, wanting to come to Britain because Britain has got jobs, it’s got 
a growing economy, it’s an incredible place to live.” Cameron, (The 
guardian)

▶ Look at their record over the last week. They met with the unions and gave 
them flying pickets. They met with the Argentinians, they gave them the 
Falkland Islands. They met with a bunch of migrants in Calais, they said they 
could all come to Britain. The only people they never stand up for are the 
British people and hardworking taxpayers. (The guardian)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2VP4AtU23k


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umqvYhb3wf4




More Negative 
politician’s rhetoric



Hungary’s nationalist prime minister, Viktor 
Orbán, has claimed Europe is in the grip of 

madness over immigration and refugees, and 
argued that he was defending European 

Christianity against a Muslim influx

Those arriving have been raised in another 
religion, and represent a radically 
different culture. Most of them are 
not Christians, but Muslims,” he said. 
“This is an important question, because 
Europe and European identity is rooted in 
Christianity.

Viktor Orbán attacks EU policy, 
saying the influx of Muslim refugees 
poses a threat to Europe’s Christian 
identity

https://www.theguardian.com/world/viktor-orban
https://www.theguardian.com/world/viktor-orban


Positive political rhetoric

▶ Germany and Sweden were the countries that accepted most of the 
Syrian refugees

▶ German media were promoting and advocating more humanitarian 
approach than others

“Her spokesman said: “Germany is a compassionate country and will not allow 
refugees to be met here by hateful slogans or alcohol-fuelled loudmouths.”

He said all asylum-seekers deserved to be treated with “dignity and respect”  



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVLNSOvpmT8




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFKHJ9c4R-4


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MS5vwNKUb94


Aylan's Death: for the media

Before
▶ less sympathetic and more 

critical towards migrants

▶ Hate-speech and 
anti-immigration rhetoric

▶ Skepticism

▶ No people’s voice (EU citizens 
& refugees)

After
▶ Refugee friendly approach

▶ Human/personalized narrative
▶ Refugees are given a voice
▶ Policy shift
▶ Civilian mobilization and 

outrage

▶ Over dramatic portrayal in 
media





So , what changed?

▶ Human narrative

▶ Refugees are given a voice

▶ Boosted activism and sensitivity 
of the people

▶ Over dramatic portrayal in 
media

▶ Policy shift





▶ “This image of an anonymous child invites empathy by reflecting so many 
of our worst fears – ‘he could have been any one of our own children’. Alan 
was not part of the ‘swarms’, which had provoked fear and revealed our 
latent xenophobia. By projecting our own loved ones onto Alan, we  
‘un-othered’ him and the tragedy became relatable, something that could 
penetrate our consciences and compel us to care. The image was credited 
with putting a human face to a crisis, provoking a visceral response that 
imagery of war-torn Syria and refugees en mass at border points, or 
crammed into overcrowded boats had so far failed to 
achieve.”,(photovoice.org”)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=286cPY8BiwI


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EaXnr7kH6ec


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zR67miUh3KY


Aft

After Paris’ attacks and sexual assault in Cologne 

▶ Rise of anti-immigration feelings and islamophobia

▶ More strict immigration policies through Europe (securitization) 

▶ Less sympathy and positive portrayal in media

▶ Cultural racism



Migrants are related to crime stories

Majority of Paris attackers used migration routes to enter 
Europe, reveals Hungarian counter-terror chief

Seven of the nine jihadis involved in the Paris terror attacks entered 
Europe through Hungary by pretending to be refugees

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/10/02/majority-of-paris-attackers-used-migration-routes-to-enter-europ/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/10/02/majority-of-paris-attackers-used-migration-routes-to-enter-europ/


18 refugees linked to Cologne attacks, says German government

https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2016/jan/08/18-refugees-linked-to-c
ologne-attacks-says-german-government-video

https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2016/jan/08/18-refugees-linked-to-cologne-attacks-says-german-government-video
https://www.theguardian.com/world/video/2016/jan/08/18-refugees-linked-to-cologne-attacks-says-german-government-video






As portrayed

● Victims
● Enemies
● Criminals
● The “other”
● Invaders
● Terrorists



Negative Examples of Print Media on Central 
Americans Entering the U.S.

● “US troops seen setting up barbed wire near Mexico border”
○ President Trump, speaking at a campaign rally in Montana on Saturday, referred to the barbed

wire as "beautiful" and said that "barbed wire, used properly, can be a beautiful sight."

○ The president said last Wednesday that the number of troops deployed could reach 15,000, 

although the Pentagon put the number at 7,000 for now.

“Grown to include 
some 12,000 Central 
American migrants 
in all…”

Many are in 
fact asylum 
seekers





Con’t Negative Examples of Print Media

● “Mexico City Cardinal Says Migrant Caravan Looking for a Scene at 
U.S. Border” - Breitbart News

● “LGBT members of migrant caravan reach US border, say they endured 
verbal abuse by other migrants” - Fox News

● “Violence breaks out at Tijuana border as migrant caravan arrives to 
already crowded city” - Desert Sun

● “U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis, meanwhile, visited U.S. troops posted at the border in Texas 
and said the deployment of military personnel ordered by President Donald Trump provides good 
training for war, despite criticism that the effort is a waste of taxpayer money and a political stunt. 
Most of the troops are in Texas, more than 1,500 miles from where the caravan is arriving.” 

- Excerpt from Fox News





Themes

● Fear
● The “Other,” they don’t belong
● Violence
● Use of photographs to show images of power, not of struggle
● Common mix up of terms (migrant, asylum seekers)
● “The news media usually show immigrants as dangerous 

criminals. That’s changed — for now, at least.” (Washington Post)
○ “Latino Threat”
○ Pictures of border security
○ Now moving towards more images of women & children













‘Home’ by Warsan Shire

you have to understand,
that no one puts their children in a boat
unless the water is safer than the land
no one burns their palms
under trains
beneath carriages
no one spends days and nights in the stomach of a truck
feeding on newspaper unless the miles travelled
means something more than journey.
no one crawls under fences
no one wants to be beaten
pitied



Media on African Immigrants & Refugees

“Smuggled Bushmeat Is Ebola's Back Door to America”

Less than three miles from Yankee Stadium, the colorful storefronts of African markets lining the 
Grand Concourse are some of the first signs of a bustling Bronx community that includes immigrants 
from those West African nations hit hardest by the recent and unprecedented outbreak of the Ebola 
virus.

…there is an additional risk — all but ignored by the popular press and public—lurking in the cargo hold [of 
trans-Atlantic flights] below: bushmeat contaminated with the virus and smuggled into the U.S. in luggage.

Since then, social media have been ablaze with fearmongering, with many posts calling for the 
patients to be kept out of the country. A highly publicized tweet from Donald Trump was a fair 
representation of the public apprehension: “Stop the EBOLA patients from entering the U.S. Treat 
them, at the highest level, over there. THE UNITED STATES HAS ENOUGH PROBLEMS!”



Themes
● Uncivilized
● Paternalism
● Carry diseases
● Look back to colonial times
● Xenophobia
● Cannibalism
● Savages
● The “Other”

○ Othering happens when an in-group (in this case, white northern Europeans) treat other 
groups of people (the out-group, here, Africans and other people of color) as though there is 
something wrong with them by identifying perceived “flaws” in the out-group’s appearance, 
practice or norms.

● RACISM



Positive (or better) Examples of Print Media

● “Migrant caravan parents sue Trump over proposed border policy” - Al 
Jazeera (Nov. 3)

● “Migrant caravan arrives in Mexico City en route to US border” (Nov. 7)
● “Trump administration moves to restrict asylum seekers at border” (Nov. 9)
● “First refugees of 'Central American exodus' arrive at US border” (Nov. 14)

○ Hundreds of asylum seekers fleeing violence, poverty arrive in Tijuana to begin the long 
wait to apply for asylum in US.



Positive news on studies, but not much else

● “African immigrants are more educated than most — including people 
born in U.S.” - Seattle Times

● “Study Finds Africans Among Best Educated US Immigrants” - 

VOA



Firsthand accounts/profiles

“Leaving Africa, and Living in Limbo”

While first-hand accounts of stories move the media in the right direction, 
there needs to be more awareness, open-mindedness & acceptance among 
the media.



Fox News on Sanctuary Cities
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e26NgpNsQ8Q


CNN
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8_eI-stGQc


Trump Ad P
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https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1057728445386539008


BBC
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETUqj2Fi9ZA


Themes

● Stereotype of all these people as “criminals”

● Highly debated and sensitive topic when it comes to panel discussions

● US is still divided and can’t look to come together about humanitarian crises 
until there is a shift in the way people understand and view the history of the 
country

● PJ outlook: Reporters need to TALK to the people, don’t tell their story for 
them



Peace Journalism Examples

Print: 

TV:

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2016/10/europe-immigration-muslim-refugees-portraits/
https://www.aljazeera.com/blogs/europe/2018/06/refugee-crisis-driven-fault-line-eu-180622101506646.html?fbclid=IwAR0GeiCcrpwZikQXmFQ75iii4WdRY0m071WYF66Mp_v7sINS1vL_TS80GwY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJ10fIwYdDE


TV vs Articles

Commonalities
● The use of strong images for 

covering a story

● Use the same language

● None of them did a full 
coverage to understand the 
real causes that make people 
flee their country

Differences
● TV reportages are more direct 

because of the extent use of 
the image( videos, photos)

● They cover the stories first
● Easier to attract more people 

to talk 



Overall Themes of Research

● Media (TV & Print) tend to give provocative politician speech more influence 
and coverage which insinuates a negative outlook on immigrants, refugees, 
asylum seekers

● Media (TV & Print) capitalize on humanitarian crises when they directly 
affect their own homeland

● Do you believe coverage of immigrants and refugees 
have changed? Is it better or worse than a few years 
ago? Is media shaping or reflecting society’s views?



sources

● https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/02/refugees-welcome-uk-ge
rmany-compare-migration

● http://www.bbc.com
● https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
● https://www.independent.co.uk/
● https://ruptly.tv/home
● http://www.unhcr.org/
● https://photovoice.org/vision-and-mission/
● https://www.dw.com/en/top-stories/news/s-30701

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/02/refugees-welcome-uk-germany-compare-migration
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/02/refugees-welcome-uk-germany-compare-migration
http://www.bbc.com
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/
https://www.independent.co.uk/
https://ruptly.tv/home
http://www.unhcr.org/
https://photovoice.org/vision-and-mission/
https://www.dw.com/en/top-stories/news/s-30701

